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The suspension bridge at the Southern-French Millau, the Vegas Wheel, and a Malaysian oil
platform – each project using hydraulic tools from Enerpac. This global market leader in hydraulic
tools wanted to convert as many of their approximately 150,000 website visitors as possible into
customers. Multilingual live chat functionality from LiveChat Pro makes that possible: Enerpac has
direct contact with its customers and leads are entered one-by-one into the e-mail marketing and
CRM system.
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Learning through practice
Website visitors have many different questions.
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and less according to Minkman: “The chat agents
learn by doing. Their knowledge about us and
our products is increasingly growing, whereby
less and less questions are forwarded". LiveChat
Pro uses a knowledge base with FAQs and
background information for this, which is
continually being expanded.

Lead generation
Enerpac receives an average of 300 leads from
LiveChat Pro per month. Complete with contact
information, reason for website visit, and
information about which products the customer
has a question for. In addition, the follow-up of
leads runs more streamlined than before.
Minkman: "Our sales teams in different regions
used to receive incomplete web forms. They had
to enter these manually in the CRM system."
LiveChat Pro now enters the lead data directly
into SalesForce. That delivers time savings,
which sales teams can definitely use, since the
amount of leads from live chats are increasing.

Extra service
Enerpac offers customers extra service through
these live chats. "We also get positive reactions
on a regular basis, especially due to the fact that
website visitors can be helped in their own
language", says Minkman. "Even though the
impact of live chats on customer service is not
yet measurable, it is quite obvious that it is
appreciated and has a positive effect on our
image."
Enerpac's customer contacts previously went
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